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Vision  
 

To provide a high quality lifesaving service that protects, educates and 

develops our members and the wider community. 

Mission 
 

To operate in a safe, inclusive and social environment that encourages 

education, training, involvement and beach safety awareness for Club 
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Management Committee  Person 

President  Martin Norwood 

Vice President  Tamara Cybula 

Secretary  Tim Maisey 

Treasurer  Oona Mansour 

Club Captain  Matt Gleeson 

Youth Officer  Debra Edmondson 

Education Officer  Rae Powys 

Junior Officer Brad Woodruff 

Coaching & Competition 

Officer 
Sam Williams 

Patron Jane Kelsbie 

Vice Patron  Dr Ceinwen Gearon 

Medical Advisor  Dr Brett Lamb 

First Aid Officer   David Rae 

Water Safety Officer  Liz Svendsen and Donna Williamson 

IRB Officer  Andrew Wilne and Courtney Powys 

Publicity Officer  George Mumford / Susan Hawson 

Club Vice Captain  Mark Williamson 

Grounds and Maintenance Colin Ross 

Social Officer Melissa Edmunds 

Radio Officer Matt Cybula 

Merchandise Officer Delwyn Napier 

Kiosk Officer Helen Norwood 

Safety Officer Keith Da Silva 

Member Protection Officer George Mumford 

Surf Boat Coordinator Tim Sinclair 

Officers 

Management Committee 

Honorary Positions 
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1998 Sid Marshall 

2000 Wim Amesz 

2012 George Mumford 

2016 Murray Thornton 

Surf Life Saving WA Life Members 

1981 Jack Marshall *   

1981 Brady Walters *  

1981 Dick Mumford *  

1981 Ray Grayson  

1982 Betty Walters *  

1982 Iris Keley *  

1987 Sid Marshall  

1991 Brian Boardley  

* Deceased 

1991 George Mumford 

1997 Jock O’Donnell 

1999 Wim Amesz 

1999 Murray Thornton 

2002 Roger Donnelly 

2002 Barbara Marshall 

2012 Martin Norwood 

2018 Sue Dybing 

Club Life Members 
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2021/2022 Trophies and Awards 

 

Surf Sports 

Ben Napier Beach Challenge  Olivia McEwan    

Matt Pearse RSR   Sam Williams    

Dean Morrison 1km Handicap  Rick England    

Bill Greenwood Iron Man  Charlie Thornton  

Female Iron Man   Laura McEwan 

 

Male Club Champ    Anthony McEwan   

Female Club Champ   Olivia McEwan   

Youth Club Champ   Henry Edmondson   

Cadet Club Champ   Roy McEwan   

 

Lifesaving Awards 

Cadet Lifesaver   Maddie Gamblin  

Young Lifesaver   Riley Coote                 

Senior Lifesaver   Matt Cybula   

 

Club Achievement  

Cadet Club Achiever   Luiza Fagundes  

Young Achiever   Matilda McGregor.   

Club Person of The Year  Anthony McEwan   

 

Presidents Award   Stu and Nic Duncan 

 

SLSWA Awards 

Nipper Club Achiever (U/13)  Willoughby Sharp 

Youth Club Achiever.   Riley Coote 
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It has been a year that has seen 

disappointments, sadness, and a beach 

that for most of the season was almost 

non existent, making it hard to run the 

nipper program. Add to that cold brown 

water and swimming was definitely not at 

the forefront of activities! In addition, an 

easterly wind that seemed to be endless 

day after day.  

Back in July / August 2021 much to the 

disappointment of members we didn’t get 

the funding from the Federal government 

to put towards the new building. So what 

do we do about it? The Building Sub-

Committee in conjunction with the Shire 

of Denmark and the architects are 

working on a new plan that will fit into 

the budget that we have. Stay posted for 

updates. But despite the not so easy 

conditions, nature threw a spanner in the 

works, with floods, erosion and yet 

another record, in that the channel has 

failed to close. But the members have 

shrugged all that off and got on with the job. 

A huge thanks to the committee. You all in your different rolls do a fantastic and essential job of running 

your departments and leading the club into the future. I wish the incoming President all the best.  

 

Thank you.  

 

Martin Norwood 

President 

 

 

President Report—Martin Norwood 
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Vice-President—Tamara Cybula 

Merchandise 

We had a great year in the Merch office, Del does a fantastic job selling at every event and Sunday 

mornings. Our new long sleeved collared white clubbie shirts look great and will now be a staple part of 

our team uniform for travel and competitions. Replacing the bright yellow and green shirts as the 

consensus from most was they preferred a cotton shirt as opposed to the quick dry material that does not 

breathe.  

We have new hooded towels in grey to sell to the public and bucket hats 

And we are keeping the green hooded towels just for clubbies. 

Next on the agenda new bathers!! 

Hi Tam, 

All in all I felt my season went well. I was eventually allowed to do the hooded towels (all be it late in the 

season) which have turned into a huge hit both green & grey selling really well! After putting the trucker 

caps in the kiosk we only have a handful left, next season I’d like to see the bucket hats selling in there 

also all season!! Hoodies sold really well again with only 4 left now!! I had a lot of people asking for kids 

sizes & would love to add them back into the mix! My ultimate goal next year is to do the light hooded 

long sleeve t/shirts in grey marle (same shirt as the SOCM this year & last!!) with the same logo & print as 

the grey marle hoodies for the public summer sales, beanie’s & stubby holders ALL of which are designed 

& quoted (probably will need another one) ready to go & asked about by many tourists & clubbies. 

Thanks for letting me volunteer in this position as DSLSC MERCHANDISER as I love selling my ware’s & 

coming up with new ideas & being a part of our club & community. I’d very much like to continue into 

next season. 

Cheers Del Napier 
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Vice-President—Tamara Cybula—continued  

Kiosk 

Always a big debate  

We tried this year to employ a junior kiosk assistant, my theory was to get someone trained up in the gen-
eral running of the kiosk with orders, the till, the cooking and cleaning 

Lots of reasons for my decision   

To take the pressure of Helen who does a fantastic job but was having knee surgery this year and also 
hopefully going off in their caravan. I was trying to cover my succession planning and also freeing Martin 
our president up from having to help Helen in there as we are always struggling to find volunteers.  

Volunteers are always hard to find, I am not sure why, I think it’s because we have so many more nippers 
now that most are on water safety duties and or standing with their little ones as they are under 8’s. 

The junior kiosk position did not work as Helen was concerned that employing someone would take the 
profit out of running the kiosk. Yes this would obviously be correct however now (as Helen and Martin are 
leaving next year) I have no one trained up to do the job. 

We will have to seriously have to have a think about the viability of this kiosk, I spent WAY too much of 
my time manning this myself this year  

I believe the kiosk is primarily there to provide a service to our beach goers, it is not there to make a 
profit for the club – excellent if it does but it’s too much trouble for the money that it may or may not 
make, it is not one of our core life saving roles.  

It is actually hard to know what it has made in the last two years as Helen and Martin, bless them, did a 
lot of the hours “off the books” so I have no idea if we had to pay someone properly what the actual run-
ning costs are. 

The kiosk itself did have a little bit of a make over before last season and is holding up well, we got rid of 
the oven that never got used and put more bench top over that space.  

I believe next year it should be run solely by volunteers and only open on the weekends. If we can not get 
vollies to run the kiosk it simply does not open, we provide food  

that can be kept week to week like frozen pies, sausage rolls, toasted sandwiches, ice creams and drinks. 

I will run this by the committee at our next meeting. 
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Vice-President—Tamara Cybula—continued  

Publicity 

We had no one to fill this role this year, so George Mumford stepped up and handled the newsletters, he 

did a wonderful job. Rae Powys was having a crack at the Instagram and Facebook pages as well as 

George and we had the wonderful Suzie Howson taking pictures every Sunday and most big events and 

updating out Instagram page every Sunday so the nippers could see themselves! It worked this year but 

again not ideal as George and Rae both have enough on their plates. We hope Suzie takes the photo 

taking on again next year, she did a great job. 

We also need to breathe some life into the website – update the photos and make it a bit more user 

friendly for the online registration/ membership service. 

We need to remember why we are at the beach, why we chose to be involved in surf lifesaving, why we 

want our kids to learn the life skills that they are learning and the reasons why these skills are so 

important.  

It is something that is easy to lose sight of when you get stuck in the day to day running if the club, but 

one that we need to remind ourselves of. 

It doesn’t matter that the Instagram page is not updated, it does not matter that the kiosk is shut, it does 

not matter that the merch is running low and we have nothing to sell the punters. 

What matters is that everyone on the beach is safe, everyone on patrol has the skills they need to fulfill 

their role competently, our trainers are up skilled regularly, and we all can enjoy our beautiful but 

dangerous beach safely. 

We are a can-do movement. 

Optimistic at every turn. 

Eternally vigilant. 

Forever serving Australia. 

For we believe in life. 

In the sanctity of life. 

And in our great Australian way of life. 

We support it. We protect it. We celebrate it. 

We are Surf Life Saving. 

(Stolen from the SLSWA website but something we need to 

remember) 

Over and out until next year 

 

Tamara Cybula 
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Secretary Report—Tim Maisey 

It’s been another amazing year at the Club, with lots happening on the beach and in the office. 

With the Inlet staying open all Summer and 

now in July 2022, it’s still open, the beach has 

sometimes been very small, however with the 

rock wall now complete to protect the beach 

and club, then maybe the beach will come 

back over Spring. 

This year as well as being Secretary, I got 

involved in the Building Sub-Committee which 

has been very interesting, as we work with the 

Shire of Denmark to finalise a proposal for 

either staying in our current location or 

moving slightly towards the car park in a new 

building. 

My other role has been one of the Age Group 

Managers which is always a joy with Brad 

provided everyone with lots of great ideas and 

encouragement. 

I would like to thank the outgoing committee members—Oona who has been awesome as 

Treasurer, Rae who has been fantastic as Education Officer and of course Martin who has been 

an inspirational leader with so much experience and Club knowledge. 

I’ve never been much of a swimmer, and many people say that I’m not much of one now(!), but 

the club is about giving it a go, and so I would encourage 

anyone to give whatever you would like a go. A good go. 

Whether it’s swimming or paddling or helping out—you will 

feel better for it. 

As inspired by George—see you at the beach! 

 

Tim Maisey 

Secretary 
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Club Captain Report—Matt Gleeson 

Ocean Beach is statistically one of SLSWA’s most dangerous patrolled parts of the West Australian 

coastline.  Add to this a year of high rainfall and big swells in the off season and we get a glimpse of 

perhaps increasingly tricky conditions in which to operate a life saving service.  Nevertheless, our qualified 

personnel turned up in ever increasing numbers to provide a watchful eye and more importantly peace of 

mind to Ocean Beach’s countless visitors and local community alike. 

With a somewhat Covid restricted State and a swell of tourists to the region this year DSLSC was again 

required to prepare for what looked like a busy season on the beach.  This preparation was somewhat 

hampered by a distinct lack of beach 

with severely compromised access and 

only three weeks out from the 

beginning of the season the entire 

patrol room, board storage area and 

first aid room were still empty due to 

the threat of rising water levels and the 

chance the club could lose the 

operations building.  However, the 

season must go on and Denmark SLSC 

was able to run a service at Ocean 

Beach from Dec 2021 until the Easter 

Long Weekend 2022.  

A significant change to the service this year saw the paid lifeguards being under the banner of SLSWA.  

This move away from being a council run service brings our club and community more in line with other 

lifeguarding services throughout the state.  It provides the employees themselves with a greater surf life 

saving resource upon which they can further their education and offers youth pathways to access roles 

within the wider state and National surf life saving fraternities.  The Denmark Surf Club wishes to 

recognize the efforts of the paid lifeguards this season: 

Season Lifeguards: Laura McEwan, Billy Collen, Mia Sinclair 

Volunteer members must be congratulated on their efforts this season.  We were able to make significant 

increases in our craft presence this year both RWC and IRB.  Extra training and off season courses saw 4 

new RWC operators awarded their badges and the appointing of IRB captains in Drew Milne and Courtney 

Powys laid the foundations for a new crop of skilled IRB operators.  This puts DSLS club in the position of 

being able to respond to incidents quickly and efficiently. 

Another significant change to our operations this season saw the appointment of dedicated Water Safety 

Officers in Liz Svendson and Donna Williamson. Both Liz and Donna proved that registering and assigning 

uniform for the Sunday activities does not need to be a chaotic scene.  They were able to draft and 

implement some great procedures that saw are real improvement to club operations and backed by the 

dedicated patrol DSLSC water safety presence was strong. 
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Club Captain Report—Matt Gleeson—continued 

Rostered hours for the season increased slightly this year with the continuation of a rostered water safety 

patrol and a maintenance of set patrolled hours as per the Club’s agreement with SLSWA.  An average of 

34.3 hours per member was rostered, and an average of 23.9 hours per member was achieved.  This 

totals a commitment of 3013.3 hours of logged beach time across the season by our patrolling members.  

What a fantastic effort by our volunteers to ensure the safety and wellbeing of beach goers.  Thanks to 

you all for your selfless contribution. 

 

Other thanks must go to elected officials who operate within the realm of the lifesaving branch of the 

club.  These include: 

Vice Captain:   Mark Williamson 

RWC Captain/supervisor/controller :  Tim Sinclair 

IRB Captain/supervisor/controller :  Drew Milne and Courtney Powys 

First Aid Officer:   David Rae 

Water Safety Officer:  Liz Svendson and Donna Williamson 

Well done to you all. 

Matt Gleeson 

Club Captain  

    Captain                                      Mentor 

Green    McGeary’s      Anthony McEwan                                       Joan Merrifield 

Yellow    First Reef        Ranee Wilson/Mel Haymont                                          Mark Williamson   

  Red    The Rip      Matt Cybula                              Lee Brampton 

Blue    Flat Rock         Sam Williams                             Bernie Wong 

White    The Point      Phoebe and Charlie Thornton/Rick England                George Mumford 
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Competition Report—Sam Williams 

Whilst being faced with the challenges of a 

limited beach and the uncertainty of planned 

events proceeding with possibility of covid 

restrictions, or not knowing if we’d be 

competing in races wearing a mask, I’d have to 

say the 21/22 season was awesome.  I’m not 

just saying this as a throw away comment for 

the purpose of this report, but can truly hand on 

heart say I felt our “biggest little surf club” 

continually boxed above its weight limit when 

racing in the regions and in Perth.       

Also, the introduction of the Sunday Session 

Surf Sport Awareness activities was a success 

with many members either honing their skills or 

giving surf sport racing a shot in a relaxed “non-

competitive” environment.  To all those that 

participated and made this a worthwhile activity 

to run, THANK YOU! 

Some of the key highlights from the 21/22 

season have been as follows: 

Purchase of a New Vessel. 

With the purchases of the 20/21 season being put to good use (racing boards and skis) by the veterans of 

surf lifesaving racing and those relatively new to surf lifesaving, I felt this season was a time to reflect on 

the gear we have and enable club members to fine tune any new specific requirements.  

From this pondering and watching, it became clear the main item missing in our surf club racing arsenal 

was a double surf ski- this became evident when watching the Masters Carnival racing with male doubles, 

female double and mixed doubles ski racing.  Whilst enjoying a post Masters Carnival beverage with 

Fremantle Surf Club, it was suggested they may have an old double ski they would be willing to sell us, at 

a reasonable price.  With the support of the Committee, we purchased a brand new second hand double 

ski (only driven to church on Sunday mornings) from Fremantle Surf Club.  I personally acknowledge how 

generous Fremantle were in selling this ski and then one 

of their members delivering it literally to our front door 

(thank you Jon!). 

With the arrival of the double ski, we’ll be lining up at the 

start line next season ready to snatch medals from those 

Perth clubs!  
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Competition Report—Sam Williams—continued 

Interclub Racing 

Each year the club holds a number of prestigious in-house race events, with sheep stations riding on the 

outcome of each event for some select members.  The results are as follows:  

• Matt Pearce Run Swim Run, won by Sam Williams.  Honourable mention to AMC for following the 

course this year!  

• Ben Napier Challenge, won by Olivia McEwan. Honourable mention to Roy McEwan for mixing it 

with the adult men and holding his own. 

• Dean Morrison 1km handicapped swim won by Rick “Baker” England.  Honourable mention goes to 

all competitors who swam the additional distance dished out by the course marshal making the 

distance a test run for SOCM! 

• Bill Greenwood Iron won by Charlie Thornton.  Honourable mention goes to those who participated 

in this event on a very challenging say—especially the Nippers Sadie Barker and Elliot Williams. 

Bremer Bay 

Yet again, Denmark’s turnout to the annual Bremer Bay 

beach and surf development weekend was huge, with a 

healthy number of nippers and representation of cadets 

and masters.   

With it being Denmark’s turn to host the weekend, there 

was the call out to volunteers to help with course set up, 

marshalling, running training exercises, water safety and 

score keeping.  A huge thank you to the Denmark 

members who without hesitation volunteered- you know who you are, you’re awesome people that did 

our club proud and made this weekend a success. 

The carnival resulted in Denmark achieving a commendable second place behind Esperance/Goldfields 

SLSC.  The spirit and determination of the club members who took place in the weekend racing was 

something to be proud of. 

State Carnival Racing 

Denmark Surf Club proudly participated in a number of Surf Life Saving WA carnivals, with members 

travelling to Perth to compete.  Key mentions as follows: 

• The nipper and cadet participation in the Country Champs at Trigg Beach with 10 nipper and cadets 

and 2 senior members of the club competing. The Master’s participation at the Country Champs at 

Trigg Beach with 2 females and 4 males competing.   

• The nipper and cadet’s participation in the State Championships at Scarborough beach. 

Thank you again to all those that participated and gave it a go this season.   I look forward to working with 

the incoming coaching and competition officer next year. 
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Education Officer Report—Rae Powys 

Before the season begins, the education team are at work training pre-season bronze medallion 

candidates and upskilling our patrolling members, ready for a busy season. The 2021-22 season was no 

exception.  

The pre-season Bronze course is a popular one and now the favoured time for most members to gain their 

award, in time to be placed on a patrol roster. This season saw 14 members attain their bronze medallion 

award. Placed on patrol groups at the start of the season, they became important members of our 

patrolling volunteers at the club serving the community as part of our core mission – saving lives on the 

beach.  

The Surf Rescue Certificate (SRC) is an important stepping-stone toward the Bronze Medallion for our 

cadet members. 16 new SRC recipients joined patrols this season, gaining practical experience over the 

season from the senior and experienced members of patrols. The focus with this group is to continue to 

engage them in club activities and further training as they work toward achieving their Bronze Medallion.  

Gaining an Advanced Resuscitation Award (ART) has become a little more difficult this season, with new 

criteria set out by SLSA. To gain this award, members need to hold a commercial First Aid award. This 

limited the number of members we could train for this award (4 this season) and focus was placed in 

upskilling current members with the First Aid award to allow progression through further awards 

requiring this pre-requisite.  

We were able to secure a qualified commercial trainer from Busselton Surf lifesaving Club for a weekend, 

enabling the training of 34 of our members in their First Aid award. Next season, these members will be 

eligible to both requalify and train for the ART under the new rulings. It will be the plan moving forward to 

ensure all patrolling members gain this important award allowing use of the oxygen equipment at the 

club.  

With the growing number of nippers on the beach each Sunday, it would not be possible to run these 

sessions without the help of parent volunteers. An additional 16 volunteers gained their Nipper Rescue 

Certificate adding to the skill set and safety on the beach during nipper activities.  

The club made a significant purchase of some major bleed training equipment this season. Mannequins 

and ‘real life’ bleeding simulation equipment provided the opportunity for more effective training in the 

use of torniquet and major bleed controlling techniques. All Bronze Medallion members received informal 

training in major bleed management, while this training is also now a formal component of the ART.  

The presence of watercraft during busy nippers activities and events 

including the Southern Ocean Classic Mile has proved essential. With 

a focus toward training more members in the operation and crew of 

craft, 2 members received their IRB crew award, 6 received their 

Recreational Skippers Ticket (RST) while 4 members completed the 

rigorous training and assessments involved to become Rescue Water 

Craft (RWC) operators.  
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Education Officer Report—Rae Powys—continued 

Conducting Commercial Surf Rescue Certificate (CSRC) training through DSLSC has proven an important 

income generator for the club. The award is offered to school teachers, student supervisors and water 

sport instructors to enable school groups to take part in water based activities, with suitably trained 

supervisors. A number of school groups throughout the Great Southern undertook their CSRC training at 

the club this season. A total of 28 refresher and 21 full CSRC courses were awarded. Special thanks to our 

trainers who once again volunteered their time to take these courses, including a road trip to Bremer Bay 

by George Mumford and Mark Williamson.  

In October, the club in collaboration with SLSWA hosted a surf craft and Advanced Rescue training camp. 

Members from Perth clubs were invited to attend to gain experience in both surf craft and rescue 

techniques in some of the more difficult conditions experienced at Ocean Beach.  

Over the weekend, club members received in depth training and Skills Maintenance in IRB, RWC (Jetski) 

and rock rescue techniques.  

SLSWA are in the process of building a new course in Advanced surf lifesaving. A component of the course 

involves gaining skills in rock rescue including rock jumping, manikin retrieval and in water torniquet 

application. The group, including 5 members of DSLSC undertook the Rock Rescue training, gaining 

valuable skills should these be needed in the event of a sea rescue or search around our rocky coastline. 

The training incorporated skills required by rescuers when crewing or working along-side Rescue Water 

Craft and IRB.  

After a successful weekend of training, it is likely we will see training events like this each season at the 

club.  

Rae Powys 

Education Officer 
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Junior Officer Report — Bradley Woodruff 

Overview 

The year will be remembered for the markedly changed beach and water conditions that resulted 

following the opening of the bar. The impact on Nipper Activities was significant. A very successful AGM 

Course resulted in 6 members becoming fully accredited AGM’s. A new event – Great Southern Regional 

Championships for Nippers was very well attended by club members. A number qualified for the Nipper 

State Championships - COVID prevented some from attending. An exit survey was sent out to Nipper 

parents who had left the club, but a poor return meant no meaningful trends or patterns were obvious. 

 

Age Group Managers Course 

Acting on a push from SLSWA to increase the number of accredited AGM’s and a desire to develop and 

support the club’s members, a pre-season AGM course was conducted. The course involved an online 

component, technical sessions and on-the-beach mentoring by the Junior Officer. AGM’s and AGMA’s 

were invited to undertake the course, with six AGM’s and almost all assistants signing up for the course. 

All AGM’s completed the online component as well as several assistants. AGM’s attending several 

technical sessions focusing on improving surf sports skills and knowledge. AGM’s were mentored as they 

delivered lessons on during Nipper Activities. The six AGM’s completed all aspects of the course and are 

now fully accredited. They are: Karl Dusenberg, Tim Maisey, Sandra Brandao, Cindy Elliot, Vanessa 

McIntyre, and David Ballantyne. Several AGMA’s are planning on finishing the course in the future. At 

this stage, the Nippers program has more qualified AGM’s than at any time in recent memory.  

 

Impact of treacherous beach and water conditions at Ocean Beach 

Exceptionally high rainfall, very high-water levels in Wilson Inlet and a mistimed bar opening resulted in 

massive amounts of fresh water entering Ratcliffe Bay. This water scoured a 6.5m deep channel across 

the bar. As the water moved into the corner of Ocean Beach, it created a deep long-shore channel, 

flowing forcefully, directly along the length of the beach and in front of the clubhouse. A second rip was 

created, close to the permanent rip that remained in place for most of the season. Depending on the 

tide and sets, large volumes of water would sweep across the sandbar. Several limestone rocks were 

exposed, that senior club members had never seen before. Much of the beach was eroded and part of 

the dunes surrounding the club were permanently lost. A lookout and grass embankments were washed 

away. The changes conditions had a significant impact on the running of Nipper Activities. Strong 

currents in Prawn Rock Channel during Preliminary Evaluations made assessing the students very 

difficult. The following weekend, Nipper Activities was moved to PRC because conditions were not safe 

at Ocean Beach. Prior to Christmas, several groups needed to 

be relocated to PRC or sections of the beach to the north 

where conditions were better. As a result: AGM’s need to 

quickly adjust lesson plans based on location and conditions, 

equipment could not be placed in its normal positions, Water 

Safety Personal needed to be allocated to new locations and 

pack-up and wash-down procedures needed to be adjusted. 
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Junior Officer Report — Bradley Woodruff—continued 

New events/programs/appointments/nominations 

• AGM mentor – Sandra Brandao was appointed to oversee the U6 and U7 AGM’s and will continue 

in this role next year. 

• Nipper exit survey – was introduced to gather information as to why members leave the Nipper 

program. Low returns did not elicit any meaningful trends or patterns. 

• Post summer paddling program dinner – following the holiday paddling program and just prior to 

the Regional Championships a dinner was held for Nippers. 

• Nomination submitted for Woodside Nipper Club of the Year. 

Little Nipper State Championships 

Competitors - Bertie Barker, Chris Sleeman, Kendall Rogers and April Tonkin. Results - Chris Sleeman - 

finalist in both the swim and board events. Kendall Rogers - first in flags and second in the beach sprint.  

State Championship qualifiers   

Makia Suttie, Xavier McEwan, Ashton Terwal, Zander Terwal, Haarlem Terwal, Sadie Barker, Ginger 

Gleeson and Pablo Sleeman. 

Equipment—Board purchases. 

15 Redback Kirra Club Trainer were purchased predominately for the U6 and U7 age groups 
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Junior Officer Report — Bradley Woodruff—continued 

  GOLD SILVER BRONZE 
U8/U9 Kendall Rogers x2 Pippa 

King, Bertie Barker, River 
Duggan x2 

Chris Sleeman, Bertie 
Barker, Pippa King, April 
Tonkin 

April Tonkin, Oscar Wil-
liams, Chris Sleeman 

IRONPERSON 

U10M Pablo Sleeman     

U11F     Sadie Baker 

BOARD RACE 

U10F   Makiah Suttie Raymi Morris 

U10M Pablo Sleeman     

U11F     Sadie Baker 

U11M Oscar Tonkin   Isaac Klose 

U12F     Ginger Gleeson 

U12M     Ashton Terwall 

U13F Maddison Tonkin Willoughby Sharpe   

BEACH FLAGS 

U10F Makiah Suttie     

U10M Xavier McEwan     

U11M     Xandor Terwal 

U12F Ginger Gleeson     

U12M     Ashton Terwal 

U13F Maddison Tonkin     

BEACH SPRINT 

U10F Makiah Suttie     

U10M Xavier McEwan     

U11F     Sadie Barker 

U11M     Isaac Klose 

U12F Ginger Gleeson     

U13F     Madison Tonkin 

U13M     Thomas Phillips 

SURF RACE 

U10F     Mikiah Suttie 

U10M Pablo Sleeman     

U11F   Sadie Baker   

U11M Oscar Tonkin   Isaac Klose 

U13F     Willoughby Sharpe 

BOARD RESCUE 

U11M Denmark     

U12M     Denmark 

U13F Denmark     

Regional Championships 

22 athletes won 50 medals. 
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Junior Officer Report — Bradley Woodruff—continued 

Registration and attendance 2021/2022  
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Junior Officer Report — Bradley Woodruff—continued 

Nipper Awards 2021/2022 

Medals 

2021/22 U8 Age Group Award 
Cass McHenry 

2021/22 U9 Age Group Award 
Chris Sleeman 

2021/22 U10 Age Group Award 
Raymi Morris 

2021/22 U8 Age Group Award 
Jaya Cutten 

2021/22 U9 Age Group Award 
Sophie Spencer 

2021/22 U10 Age Group Award 
Christian Barrow 

2021/22 U11 Age Group Award 
Sadie Barker 

2021/22 U12 Age Group Award 
Ashton Terwal 

2021/22 U13 Age Group Award 
Pia Gamblin 

2021/22 U11 Age Group Award 
Tate Krolikowski 

2021/22 U12 Age Group Award 
Elliot Williams 

2021/22 U13 Age Group Award 
Beau Loton 

Trophies 

2021/22 U10 Club Achiever Award 
Makiah Suttie 

2021/22 U14 Club Achiever Award 
Willoughby Sharp 

Age Group Managers and Assistants 

Bradley Woodruff 

Junior Officer 
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Youth Officer Report — Debra Edmondson 

Overview 

The 2021/22 season saw our Youth Membership continue to grow with 40 Cadet members aged 13-15 

and 15 Active Youth aged 15-18. Some of our Youth members opted to assist with the Nippers program 

as age group managers, assistant age group managers and water safety. Many Youth choose to 

participate in weekly training activities each to further develop their skills. 

The focus for weekly Sunday training was engagement and retention through fun training activities. The 

progress of many members in both skill and confidence was evident at the end of the season. 

Cadets and Youth members were made aware early in the season of the requirement to complete patrol 

hours in order to qualify for a Bronze Medallion training spot.  

The SRC course was run with16 completing this qualification. Those in Year 10,11,& 12 at Denmark SHS 

with sufficient patrol and training hours again received endorsement from WACE toward secondary 

graduation. 

A Bronze course was not held for cadet/youth members, those eligible will be offered this opportunity 

over winter. 

 

Competition 

Our Cadets performed well at Bremer Bay and Country State Championships with many receiving 

medals. 

 

Achievements 

Youth members where represented in all the major awards and initiatives offered by SLSWA including: 

Rise Up Camp 

TOAD Camp 

Youth Achiever awards 

Youth Volunteer of the Year Awards 

High attendance on Patrols particularly for the new SRC cadets. 

 

Plans for season 2022/23 

Explore offering Cadet/youth training sessions before 

Nippers on a Sunday. Increase the number of youth 

members with IRB and Jet Ski crew awards. 

Debra Edmondson 

Youth Officer 
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Financial Report 
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THANK YOU  

 

to everyone who volunteered their time and to all our sponsors 

 

See you at the beach! 


